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Criminal Justice Doctoral Comprehensive Exam 

Quantitative Methods 

August 2019 

   

Instructions:  You will have 3 and a half hours to complete this exam.  There are two questions, 

be sure to answer both questions.  The questions are somewhat related with each other and you 

may refer to one of them in answering the other. Read the instructions carefully to be sure you 

are answering the correct part(s) of each question. 

 

 

Question 1 

 

Drawing on the Pathways to Desistance Data, which was a multi-site study that followed 

approximately 1,354 serious juvenile offenders from adolescence to young adulthood in 

Philadelphia and Phoenix, a researcher attempts to explain the subject’s level of strain 

(oppSucc_fallshort) by examining some potential predictors such as whether they live with both 

biological parents (both_bioparents), have family member(s) arrested (family_arrested), have 

dropped out of school (school_dropout), have been exposed to violent events (violence_total), 

and involved in gang (gang_involved_ever). These are binary variables (0= no, 1=yes). Other 

key demographic characteristics are also included such as gender (recoded this variable into 

binary variables of male and female and used ‘female’ as a reference category in the analysis) 

and race (recoded this categorical variable into multiple binary variables such as white, black, 

hispanic, and other; and used ‘white’ as a reference category in the analysis). The following 

Figures and Tables are the results of some diagnostics and multiple OLS regression analyses 

using SPSS: 

Using these outputs, answer the following questions: 

 

a. The validity of OLS regression results depends on whether certain assumptions made in the 

model estimation are satisfied. Based solely on these Figures and Tables, do you think there 

is/are any serious concern(s) regarding (1) non-linearity, (2) multicollinearity, and (3) 

heteroscedasticity? Why or why not? 

 

b.  What does “R Square” in the Model Summary table represent? Make sure to discuss it based 

on the “Sum of Squares” column in the ANOVA table. What might be the reason(s) for this 

relatively low R Square? 

  

c. In the ANOVA table, we can reject the null hypothesis at p <.01. Based on the F-test results, 

what would your conclusion be about the proposed regression model?  

 

d.  Interpret the unstandardized regression coefficients that are statistically significant at p < .10. 

 

e. What can you infer from the results of the standardized coefficients (Beta)? 

 

f. Interpret the 95% confidence intervals for the slope coefficients that are statistically significant 

at p < .05? 
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Question 1 

* distribution of the dependent variable 

 

* scatter plot (x=unstandardized predicted value of the dependent variable, y=unstandardized 

residual) 
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Question 1 

Model Summaryb 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .131a .017 .010 .70671 

a. Predictors: (Constant), gang_involved_ever, both_bioparents, other, male, 

school_dropout, family_arrested, black, violence_total, hispanic 

b. Dependent Variable: oppSucc_fallshort 

 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 11.506 9 1.278 2.560 .006b 

Residual 663.753 1329 .499   

Total 675.258 1338    

a. Dependent Variable: Strain 

b. Predictors: (Constant), gang_involved_ever, both_bioparents, other, male, school_dropout, 

family_arrested, black, violence_total, hispanic 

 

 

 

 

 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

95.0% Confidence Interval 

for B Collinearity Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) .786 .077  10.200 .000 .635 .937   

male -.010 .057 -.005 -.174 .862 -.122 .102 .978 1.022 

black .033 .054 .023 .622 .534 -.072 .139 .534 1.874 

hispanic .101 .056 .067 1.808 .071 -.009 .210 .538 1.859 

other .050 .100 .015 .504 .614 -.145 .246 .848 1.179 

both_bioparents -.017 .055 -.008 -.306 .760 -.126 .092 .965 1.036 

family_arrested .084 .048 .049 1.740 .082 -.011 .178 .946 1.057 

school_dropout .078 .054 .041 1.466 .143 -.027 .183 .958 1.043 

violence_total .020 .007 .086 2.927 .003 .007 .034 .852 1.173 

gang_involved_ever -.021 .051 -.013 -.424 .672 -.121 .078 .811 1.234 

a. Dependent Variable: oppSucc_fallshort 
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Question 2 

 

Using the same variables from the same data set as Question 1 (Pathways to Desistance), a 

researcher now conducts a study on the effect of strain on subsequent offending behavior. The 

outcome variable (REARREST_NREARRESTS) was measured by the number of official 

rearrest during the entire follow-up period. In doing so, she or he also wants to explore whether 

the level of strain (oppSucc_fallshort) mediates the effect of the experience of violent events 

(violence_total) on the rearrest outcome. Higher scores indicate higher levels of strain and 

rearrest. With these data, you run a negative binomial regression analysis with rearrest as a 

dependent variable. The results from Stata are attached below. 

  

 

a. When count outcomes such as number of rearrest are treated as they are continuous and 

conventional OLS regression models are applied, what happens to the OLS estimators and Why?  

 

b. To address the issues you discussed above, researchers often rely on alternative modeling 

strategies such as Poisson regression model or Negative binomial regression model. Based solely 

on the Stata outputs, which model is preferred and why? 

 

c. When there is evidence of overdispersion but Poisson regression model is applied, what 

happens to the estimators?  

 

d. Interpret the regression coefficients (except for the intercept value) that are significant at p < 

.10 in terms of IRR (Incidence Rate Ratio). 

 

e. Based solely on the STATA output table, would you proceed with the mediation analysis 

using the strain (oppSucc_fallshort) as a potential mediator between the effect the experience of 

violent events (violence_total) on the rearrest outcome? Why or why not? 
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Question 2 

 

* distribution of the dependent variable 
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Likelihood-ratio test of alpha=0:  chibar2(01) = 1309.71 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000

                                                                                     

              alpha     .8334752    .051444                       .738507    .9406558

                                                                                     

           /lnalpha    -.1821514   .0617223                     -.3031248    -.061178

                                                                                     

              _cons     1.197475   .1577038     1.37   0.171      .925051    1.550126

  oppSucc_fallshort     1.041138   .0440838     0.95   0.341     .9582235    1.131227

 gang_involved_ever     1.120249    .085408     1.49   0.136     .9647591      1.3008

     violence_total     1.018337   .0106497     1.74   0.082     .9976765    1.039425

     school_dropout     1.141934   .0920214     1.65   0.100      .975097    1.337316

    family_arrested      1.30026    .098025     3.48   0.000     1.121655    1.507306

    both_bioparents      .831944    .071278    -2.15   0.032     .7033414     .984061

              other     .8248138   .1284534    -1.24   0.216     .6078452    1.119229

           hispanic     .8784942   .0746465    -1.52   0.127     .7437234    1.037687

              black     .8646142   .0709796    -1.77   0.076      .736112    1.015549

               male     2.242458   .2174374     8.33   0.000     1.854336    2.711815

                                                                                     

REARREST_NREARRESTS          IRR   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                     

Log likelihood = -3052.8212                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0163

Dispersion     = mean                             Prob > chi2     =     0.0000

                                                  LR chi2(10)     =     101.14

Negative binomial regression                      Number of obs   =       1339

> l gang_involved_ever oppSucc_fallshort , irr nolog

. nbreg REARREST_NREARRESTS male black hispanic other both_bioparents family_arrested school_dropout violence_tota


